SCNZ & NZIQS are holding joint forums to enable a better understanding of each others profession.

NZIQS CPD Points available to attendees.

What's happening at the forum?

Tour of a structural steel fabrication operation

Presentation: “Cost of a steel structure. Weight is only part of the story.”

Round table discussion - SCNZ invites the Quantity Surveyors to give their viewpoint of the Structural Steel Industry

Drinks and networking on the conclusion of the forum.

Venues & Dates:

- MJH Engineering, Wellington 17 March
- John Jones Steel, Christchurch 18 March
- D&H Steel, Auckland 19 March
- Jensen Steel, Tauranga 25 March
- Red Steel, Napier 26 March

Please RSVP to:

info@scnz.org

stating which venue you wish to attend.